
Mutually Exclusive Events



Mutually Exclusive: 2 events that CANNOT occur at the same time. They do 
NOT have an outcomes in common. 

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B)

Not Mutually Exclusive: 2 events that CAN occur at the same time. They DO 
have outcomes in common

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(A and B)   Add the two probabilities but then subtract  
                                                                 the amount that are in common.

When solving probability problems that deal with mutually exclusive or not 
mutually exclusive events, you will see the word OR. This tells you that you 
will need to ADD the probabilities. 



Determine Mutually Exclusive or Not
1) A junior winning the student council election or a senior winning the 

student council election

This is mutually exclusive, no one is both a senior and a junior

2) A sophomore winning the election or a female student winning the 
election

This is not mutually exclusive. There are female sophomore students.

3) drawing an ace or a club from a standard deck of cards

This is not mutually exclusive. There is a card that is a an ace of clubs. 



Probability of Mutually Exclusive Events
EX. If you win the ring toss game at a carnival, you win a stuffed animal. If 
the stuffed animal is selected at random from 15 puppies, 16 kittens, 14 
frogs, 25 snakes and 10 unicorns, what is the probability that the winner 
selects a puppy, kitten or unicorn?   Mutually exclusive because no stuffed 
animal is all 3 at once. 

P(Puppy or kitten or unicorn) = 15  + 16  + 10
                                                  80     80      80

                                               = 41  = 0.17
                                                 240 

There are 80 total stuffed 
animals. This is bottom 
number. 

Top numbers are the amount of 
puppies, kittens, and unicorns. 



Not Mutually Exclusive Events
EX: What is the probability of drawing a King or a Diamond from a standard 
deck of card?   

These are not mutually exclusive because there is a card that is both a king 
and a diamond. 

P(King or Diamond)= 4 + 13 - 1 
                                  52   52   52

                                 = 16  = 0.31
                                     52

TOP #s:  4 kings + 13 diamonds - 1 king of diamonds

BOTTOM #s: 52 total cards


